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Sample – Week 3 – Cycle 1

Your week ahead...
Week 3 is reflects the strength demands of week 1. the week uses rep
and percentage progressions from our first week in order to recap and
move the needle on these elements. The workouts range from 9 total
minutes of work (interval-style), to 20 minutes of work (chipper). This
means it is our most varied metcon week so far and therefore target
pacing should be emphasised for each day.
The first four days are relatively intense, leaving day 5 and 6 to be
more technical / structural. Your members have the opportunity to
choose some intensity at the beginning of the week, and some ‘practice’
at the tail end.
The total aim is to keep the athletes progressing at a few components in
this cycle – rowing, strict gymnastics, snatch/overhead squat positions.
The extra credit work will focus on body symmetry and building, while
featuring some recovery stretches and also a harder sprint task on day
6. the building options can be for anyone, the sprints and skill-based
work is targeted at those looking to progress up the ‘RX ladder’,

Intro’ + Warm up
.1 2-3 rounds:
20 secs bar dead hang
10 prisoner Kang squat – Link
5 broad jump shuttle – Link
10 t-twist in squat - Link
‘RX’
Weightlifting
A.1 2-3 rounds unbroken flow:
30 secs Front rack openers - Link
30 secs tempo front squat
30 secs muscle cleans
30 secs ‘jump and catch’

‘intermediate’
Weightlifting
A.1 3 rounds barbell flow:
30 secs Front rack openers - Link
30 secs tempo front squat
30 secs muscle cleans
30 secs ‘jump and catch’

‘Essential’
Weightlifting
A.1 3 rounds barbell flow:
30 secs Front rack openers - Link
30 secs tempo front squat
30 secs muscle cleans
30 secs ‘jump and catch’

A.2 Every 90 secs x6:
1 power clean +
1 hang power clean – 75-80%

A.2 Every 90 secs x6:
1 power clean +
1 hang power clean – 75-80%

A.2 Every 90 secs x6:
1 power clean +
1 hang power clean –
build to moderate technical set

Interval Metcon
B. 4 rounds –
3 minutes on / 90 secs off:
21 bar facing/over bar burpees
15 toes to bar
9 deadlift (100/70kg)

Metcon
B. 4 rounds –
3 minutes on / 90 secs off:
21 bar facing/over bar burpees
15 kipping leg raises
9 deadlift (80/55kg)

Metcon
B. 4 rounds –
3 minutes on / 90 secs off:
21 bar facing/over bar burpees
15 v-ups / abmat sit-ups
9 deadlift (60/40kg)

Extra credit
C. 3 Rounds:
40 secs ring body saw - Link
40 secs glute bridge hold

Extra credit
C. 3 Rounds:
40 secs ring body saw - Link
40 secs glute bridge hold

Extra credit
C. 3 Rounds:
40 secs ring body saw - Link
40 secs glute bridge hold
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Warm up (0-15 minutes) –
Loosen the shoulders, combine the hinge with the squat pattern in the Kang squat. This is also a brief
opportunity to establish the different between the hinge and squat if need be (whiteboard diagrams are
ideal).
The broad jump shuttles should focus on massive, rapid hip extension through the horizontal leap. Great
for priming up powerful hip extension/hops relating to the power clean.
Weightlifting (15-35 minutes) –
This is a power clean progression from week 1. We have reduced the total rep volume but increased the
percentage of the athletes’ 1 rep maxes.
Perform 1 power clean then 1 hang power clean every 90 seconds for 6 rounds (9 minutes).
The essential option means athletes must start at a light, easy weight where they can work on technique,
increasing only if technically sound each round.
Emphasise keeping the bar close throughout the lift, while fully extending through the ‘toes and shrug’
cue.
The power clean + hang power clean is a complex where the bar cannot return to the floor between
these reps. Reinforce the use of hook grip, as these sets could feel grippy.
The hang power clean must be lowered to the knee, it cannot be a hip or high hang power clean.
Perform the barbell flow, allow 2-4 minutes for weight build-up. Then press start on the EMOM.
Metcon (40-60 minutes) –
Similar interval stimulus to day 1, week 1. Progressing the athletes’ ability to perform burpee and
gymnastic variations under fatigue.
The class will perform the 21,15,9 rep circuit for 3 minutes, then rest for 90 seconds before repeating.
Scale further by reducing reps by 20-30% per exercise. Eg. 15 toes to bar à 10 toes to bar.
For every rounds, the deadlifts should be performed touch and go/ unbroken. Therefore the class
should go with a weight where they can maintain straight backs, legs loaded, good posture while
completing the set unbroken.

Intro’ + Warm up
.1 5 minutes:
10 plate ground to overhead
10 Alternating heel taps – Link
10 Plate pullovers in hollow - Link
.2 banded lat’ stretch x90 secs/side - Link
‘RX’
Strength
A. Strict press:
Build to a heavy 5 reps in 6 minutes

‘Intermediate’
Strength
A. Strict press:
Build to a heavy 5 reps in 8 minutes

‘Essential’
Strength
A. Strict press:
Build to a heavy 5 reps in 8 minutes

B. Alternating EMOM x8:
.1 strict press x5 – 80-90% of A
.2 bent over row x10
**use same barbell for .1 and .2**

B. Alternating EMOM x8:
.1 strict press x5 – 80-90% of A
.2 bent over row x10
**use same barbell for .1 and .2**

B. Alternating EMOM x8:
.1 strict press x5 – 80-90% of A
.2 bent over row x10
**use same barbell for .1 and .2**

Metcon
C. 6 rounds for time (16 min’ cap):
4 strict pull ups
8 handstand push ups
12 DB box step overs (24/20”)
40 double unders

Metcon
C. 6 rounds for time (16 min’ cap):
4 strict chin ups
8 box pike handstand push ups
12 DB box step overs (24/20”)
40 double unders

Metcon
C. 6 rounds for time (16 min’ cap):
4 cross leg pull ups - Link
8 push ups
12 DB box step overs (24/20”)
60 single unders

**Dumbbells at 2x22.5/15kg**

**Dumbbells at 2x15/10kg**

**Dumbbells at 1x15/10kg**

Extra credit
D. 4 rounds:
Crow pose x30 secs – Link
High plank pike slides x8 - Link
Barbell skullcrushers x16

Extra credit
D. 4 rounds:
Crow pose x30 secs – Link
High plank pike slides x8 - Link
Barbell skullcrushers x16

Extra credit
D. 4 rounds:
Crow pose x30 secs – Link
High plank pike slides x8 - Link
Barbell skullcrushers x16
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Intro/Warm up (0-15 minutes) –
This warm up is designed to get the body moving and flow as quickly as possible. The first 5 minutes will
get a sweat on targeting the hamstrings and shoulders while initiating a good hollow position.
.2 requires pure lat’ release ready for the pull ups. Ensure the band has a lot of tension so the class
can relax their arm and have it feel like the band Is pulling their shoulder away.
The banded stretch can include some elbow rotations, which will change the feel and pressure between
the shoulder and lats.
Strength (15-30 minutes) Upper barbell building to begin with. The 5 rep strict press should be neat and clean, less grinding
than a true all-out max. This is due to the fact we have plenty of upper push/pull throughout the rest of
the session.
The strict press focus should be to tense the whole body, keeping the ribs tucked down, and limiting
lower back arch.
The bent over row focus should be to keep the elbows tracking in and back, squeezing the shoulder
blades together to pull the bar to the belly button.
Metcon (45-55 minutes) –
It will be tempting for members to approach this ‘for time’ workout in a rushed manner. The strict pull
ups looks to slow that down a little. The dumbbell box step overs are also slow and demanding which
will prevent rapid/chaotic movement.
The aim is to build strict gymnastics under fatigue, the handstand push-ups ideally being strict, but can
be kipping if need be. The double-unders will ramp up the heartrate and will not be helped by the
amount of general grip fatigue within this workout.
Look for legs together with full extension of the elbows at the top of each HSPU.
The DB box step overs require two feet one side of the box, on top of the box and the other side of the
box for each rep. Full hip extension on top of the box is not essential. Recommend they step up with
alternating feet each rep.

Intro’ + Warm up
.1 3 rounds:
st
1 minute - 4 burpees + 90/90 hip rotations – Link
2nd minute – 4 burpees + frog stretch pulse – Link
.2 glute banded side steps: 2x20/direction
‘RX’
Strength
A.1 Back squat:
moderate set of 4 in 10 minutes

‘Intermediate’
Strength
A.1 Back squat:
moderate set of 4 in 10 minutes

‘Essential’
Strength
A.1 Back squat:
moderate set of 4 in 10 minutes

A.2 Every 3 minutes x3 rounds:
4 back squat at 80% of A.1

A.2 Every 3 minutes x3 rounds:
4 back squat at 80% of A.1

A.2 Every 3 minutes x3 rounds:
4 back squat at 80% of A.1

Building sequence
B. 3 rounds:
60 secs max wall balls (9/6kg)
60 secs max alternating KB swing
60 secs max KB overhead lunges

Building sequence
B. 3 rounds:
60 secs max wall balls (9/6kg)
60 secs max alternating KB swing
60 secs max KB overhead lunges

Building sequence
B. 3 rounds:
60 secs max wall balls (6/3kg)
60 secs max alternating KB swing
60 secs max KB goblet lunges

1 minute rest

1 minute rest

1 minute rest

**kettlebell at 24/16kg**

**kettlebell at 20/12kg**

**kettlebell at 16/8kg**

Extra credit
C.1 Weighted hip thrust:
Build to 5 rep max w/ pause at top

Extra credit
C.1 Weighted hip thrust:
Build to 5 rep max w/ pause at top

Extra credit
C.1 Weighted hip thrust:
Build to 5 rep max w/ pause at top

C.2 dumbbell bench press:
Build to 5-8 rep max
w/ pause at bottom

C.2 dumbbell bench press:
Build to 5-8 rep max
w/ pause at bottom

C.2 dumbbell bench press:
Build to 5-8 rep max
w/ pause at bottom

•
•
•
•

Intro/Warm up (0-15 minutes) –
Similar squat progressions from last week, reduced reps, increased intensity.
The drop sets this week have more rest due to the increased weight demand.
Cue: shoulder blades back and down on the bar, pulling the bar into the shoulders, keeping the chest
high.

•
•
•
•

Strength (15-35 minutes) Similar squat progressions from last week, reduced reps, increased intensity.
The drop sets this week have more rest due to the increased weight demand.
Cue: shoulder blades back and down on the bar, pulling the bar into the shoulders, keeping the chest
high.

•
•

Metcon (35-50 minutes) –
Time durations for each movements means that athletes will have to gauge what rest is needed to
maintain a high rep count.
This is a similar stimulus to the ‘fight gone bad’ benchmark workout. Encourage moving for the whole
minute BUT keeping rests short within that minute if they have to break.
The alternating KB swings should switch hands every rep. Having the palms facing inward, and the KB
handle vertical as the kettlebell is passed will help efficiency and safety. The swings only have to come
to chest/shoulder level.

•
•

Intro’ + Warm up
.1 2 rounds:
30 secs leg swings/side (PVC pipe for support)
30 secs PVC front raises - Link
30 secs lunge ankle pushes/side
.2 Rowing warm up: segment stroke sequence - Link
‘RX’
Chipper
A. For time (20 minute cap):
75/60 cal. Row
75 abmat sit-ups
50/40 cal. row
50 push press (35/25kg)
25/20 cal. row
25 burpee box jump overs (24/20”)

‘Intermediate’
Chipper
A. For time (20 minute cap):
75/60 cal. Row
75 abmat sit-ups
50/40 cal. row
50 push press (30/20kg)
25/20 cal. row
25 burpee box jump overs (24/20”)

‘Essential’
Chipper
A. For time (20 minute cap):
75/60 cal. Row
75 abmat sit-ups
50/40 cal. row
50 push press (20/15kg)
25/20 cal. row
25 burpee box step-ups (24/20”)

**same calories on ski/bike**

**same calories on ski/bike**

**same calories on ski/bike**

Gymnastics Core
B. Alternating EMOM x9:
.1 wall facing handstand x30 secs
.2 straddle raises x30 secs - Link
.3 front line drill x30 secs - Link

Gymnastics Core
B. Alternating EMOM x9:
.1 handstand hold x30 secs
.2 straddle raises x30 secs - Link
.3 front line drill x30 secs - Link

Gymnastics Core
B. Alternating EMOM x9:
.1 box handstand hold x30 secs
.2 straddle raises x30 secs - Link
.3 front line drill x30 secs - Link

.
Extra credit
C. 2-3 rounds:
Couch stretch x60 secs/side
Pigeon stretch x60 secs/side
Twisted cross x60 secs/side

.
Extra credit
C. 2-3 rounds:
Couch stretch x60 secs/side
Pigeon stretch x60 secs/side
Twisted cross x60 secs/side

.
Extra credit
C. 2-3 rounds:
Couch stretch x60 secs/side
Pigeon stretch x60 secs/side
Twisted cross x60 secs/side

•
•
•

Intro/Warm up (0-10 minutes) –
Consistent movement for 4-6 minutes within this warm up. This targets the hamstrings, ankles, shoulders
and upper back
Part 2 features a warm-up designed to refine the rowing stroke ready for a very rowing heavy workout.
Listen to the cues to dissect the rowing stroke. Arms, hinge and arms, partial stroke full stroke - 10
reps of each.

•
•

Prep (15-20 minutes)
Get the class to complete 3 reps of each movement to warm-up the lungs full and get them used to the
exercise sequence/ exercises at hand.
3-5 reps of: cal. Row / abmat sit-ups / cal. Row / push press / cal. Row / burpee box jump over
This you can also scan the room for any form slips or technical issues.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chipper (20-40 minutes)
A ‘for time’ chipper with a tough time cap if the athlete struggles with rowing or goes with a barbell
that is too heavy.
The rowing calories are displayed as two options for males and females.
The barbell should be very light, where the 50 reps can be done in as little as 1,2 or 3 reps.
The burpee box jump overs should have a two footed take off and landing on the box, but the hips do not
need to come to full extension on top of the box. 2 feet one side, 2 feet on box, 2 feet the other side.
Use burpee box jumps (not jump overs) if need be.
To RX+ the workout, the abmat sit-ups can be switched for GHD sit-ups, but make sure this athlete in
question is seasoned with this invasive movement
Gymnastics Core (45-55 minutes)
This trio targets strength within the handstand. The wall facing hold looks to cement good ‘stacking’.
Make sure they do not get too close to the wall but can maintain wrists, shoulders, hips and toes in a
neat line.
The front line drill is odd but tough, and targets holding good pelvic/hollow position for handstands.
Straddle raises increase hip strength and health, with some ab impact too.

Intro’ + Warm up
.1 pulse raiser:
”sally up, sally down’ - squats - Link (Moby- flower)
.2 2-3 rounds:
40 secs bodyweight Cossack lunges
40 secs PVC shoulder circles
40 secs prone behind the neck press - Link
‘RX’
Weightlifting
A.1 3 rounds barbell/pipe flow:
5 standing snatch press
5 overhead squat
5 pressing snatch balance - Link
5 snatch balance

‘Intermediate’
Weightlifting
A.1 3 rounds barbell/pipe flow:
5 standing snatch press
5 overhead squat
5 pressing snatch balance
5 snatch balance

‘Essential’
Weightlifting
A.1 3 rounds barbell/pipe flow:
5 standing snatch press
5 overhead squat
5 pressing snatch balance
5 snatch balance

A.2 Snatch balance + OH squat:
Build to a moderate, technical set
In 10 minutes (RPE 7)

A.2 Snatch balance + OH squat:
Build to a moderate, technical set
In 10 minutes (RPE 7)

A.2 Snatch balance + OH squat:
Accumulate 5 sets in 10 minutes at
lightweight for form

Weightlifting battery
B. Every 30 secs x10 minutes:
1 power snatch 70% of 1RM

Weightlifting battery
B. Every 30 secs x10 minutes:
1 power snatch 70% of 1RM

Weightlifting battery
B. Every 30 secs x10 minutes:
1 power snatch – moderate weight

Extra credit
C. DB Bulgarian split squat:
4x15/leg – lightweight rest 30 secs between each leg
AND each set

Extra credit
C. DB Bulgarian split squat:
4x15/leg – lightweight rest 30 secs between each leg AND
each set

Extra credit
C. DB Bulgarian split squat:
4x15/leg – bodyweight rest 30 secs between each leg AND
each set

•
•
•

Intro/Warm up (0-15minutes) –
Part 1 looks to get the class sweaty and the hips/knees warm ready for more intrusive mobility elements.
Part to works on the adductors and ankles with the Cossacks, the shoulder circles and prone press
should be performed for quality – no rushing. Get the class to really feel and explore full range of
motion in the shoulders without arching the lower back

•
•

Weightlifting (15-30 minutes) Part 1 – with a PVC pipe or barbell get the class to complete the barbell flow targeting the overhead
squat and snatch balance. The bar should sit just behind the head line and depth should only be as low
as form allows... There is no necessity to move to the barbell. The pressing snatch balance is a press to
overhead AS the hips descend into the squat.
Part 2 – 10 minutes to a moderate set of snatch balance + overhead squat. The snatch balance is ‘heaving’
so a dip is allowed to assist the bar overhead as the body drops into the squat. This drill is all about bar
path, the bar must travel straight up and down so the bottom position feels stable. Through this,
encourage the athletes to be brave dropping into the overhead fast – ‘drop and reach’.
RPE 7 means the last guaranteed set the athlete can make without worry, this also allows people to stay
lighter or go heavier depending on how they are feeling.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Weightlifting battery (30-50 minutes) Spend 5-10 minutes running through the pull technique and positions. A basic barbell flow should
suffice.
Eg. 5 reps of each: Jump shrug / jump and catch / snatch high pull / power snatch
The ‘battery’ means we are working toward holding high power, high technical levels over 20 reps, with
short rests (every 30 seconds). This is great for building consistency. It may feel light for many, but
each round they are able to tweak the finer points of their lifting – start position, bar path, extension,
catch, footwork etc.

Intro’ + Warm up
.1 Gymnastic swimming OR ‘rowling’ game:
45 secs flow in each ‘stroke’ – Link
.2 a-frame shrug and drive from hands and forearms:
2x10/option - Link
‘RX’
Gymnastics Build
A. 4 rounds Alternate 20 secs on/10 secs off:

‘Intermediate’
Gymnastics Build
A. 4 rounds Alternate 20 secs on/10 secs off:

‘Essential’
Gymnastics Build
A. 4 rounds Alternate 15 secs on/15 secs off:

.1 Chin over bar hold
.2 Front raise KB hold – Link
.3 L-sit
.4 Arch hold with pipe – Link
.5 Bottoms up KB press (right - Link)
.6 Bottoms up KB press (left)

.1 Chin over bar hold
.2 Front raise KB hold – Link
.3 tuck-sit leg extensions - Link
.4 Arch hold with pipe – Link
.5 Bottoms up KB press (right - Link)
.6 Bottoms up KB press (left)

.1 banded Chin over bar hold
.2 Front raise KB hold – Link
.3 tuck sit hold
.4 Arch hold with pipe – Link
.5 Bottoms up KB press (right - Link)
.6 Bottoms up KB press (left)

Building
C.1 Bench press:
4x8 – heavy as form allows

Building
C.1 Bench press:
4x8 – heavy as form allows

Building
C.1 Bench press:
4x8 – heavy as form allows

C.2 Dragonflag eccentric:
4x4 - Link

C.2 tuck Dragonflag eccentric:
4x4 - Link

C.2 extended crab hold:
4x40 secs - Link

Extra credit
D. 30-20-10:
Assault bike cal.

Extra credit
D. 30-20-10:
Assault bike cal.

Extra credit
D. 30-20-10:
Assault bike cal.

Work:rest 1:1

Work:rest 1:1

Work:rest 1:1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Intro/Warm up (0-15 minutes) –
Simple shoulder warm up. The gymnastics swimming is not about speed but rather scapula retraction and
full exploration of the shoulder range of motion.
The a-frame shrugs and drive will loosen the shoulders and upper back, and work deeper when
performed from the forearms.
Gymnastics Build (15-40 minutes) A lot of this task will need thorough introductions and demonstrations.
Note the ‘essential’ option moves to 15 on/ 15 off. Otherwise, perform 1 exercise for 20 seconds, resting
10 secs before moving onto the next. Move through the exercises for 4 total rounds.
The chin over bar hold can be overhand, underhand or mixed grip. Encourage the athletes to stay as high
as possible throughout the time duration but still holding on.
The front raise KB hold should lead through the front of the shoulder, slightly bent arms, with the
butt squeezed and ribs tucked down – no ‘leaning back’ or using the body to counterweight.
The l-sit has many scaling options, run through each one thoroughly, shortening the levers is always a
good option so bending one or both legs can help. Use dumbbells as handles, stacked up on plates if
need be.
The arch hold should be used with maximum tension, no passive holding, get the class to squeeze and
reach through the pipe and their glutes.
The bottoms up presses are great for building shoulder stability and keeping the joint healthy. Neutral
wrists, fully stacked midline, no leaning or twisting.
Building (40-55 minutes) –
It has been a week with a lot of volume and intensity within the workouts so today allows energy to
restore a little. These building sets look to increase upper body pushing strength alongside a
demanding anti-extension midline movement. The dragonflag looks to use the glutes/hip extension to
avoid extension through the lumbar... It is also a great tool for building ‘shape strength’ in the bar
muscle up.

Intro’ + Warm up
.1 400m jog
.2 2-3 rounds:
10 long lunges with overhead reach
30 secs squat hold
30 secs single leg good morning hold / side
10 finger forward table top lifts
‘RX’
Metcon
A.1 For time (10 minute cap):
21 – 15 – 9
squat clean (60/40kg)
Ring dips

‘Intermediate’
Metcon
A.1 For time (10 minute cap):
21 – 15 – 9
squat clean (50/35kg)
Box dips (no feet)

‘Essential’
Metcon
A.1 For time (10 minute cap):
21 – 15 – 9
squat clean (35/25kg)
Feet assisted box/bench dips

Rest 5 minutes before A.2

Rest 5 minutes before A.2

Rest 5 minutes before A.2

A.2 10 minute AMRAP:
5 chest to bar pull ups
10 American KB swings (32/24kg)
15 push ups

A.2 10 minute AMRAP:
5 pull ups
10 American KB swings (24/16kg)
15 push ups

A.2 10 minute AMRAP:
8 ring rows
10 American KB swings (16/12kg)
15 push ups

Rest 5 minutes before A.3

Rest 5 minutes before A.3

Rest 5 minutes before A.3

A.3 For time (10 minute cap):
1 mile run OR row
**1600m**

A.3 For time (10 minute cap):
1 mile run OR row
**1600m**

A.3 For time (10 minute cap):
1 mile run OR row
**1600m**

Core
B. Wall Deadbugs:
3x20 – for quality - Link

Core
B. Wall Deadbugs:
3x20 – for quality - Link

Core
B. Wall Deadbugs:
3x20 – for quality - Link

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Intro/Warm up (0-15 minutes) –
Basic warm up with a quick pulse raiser to begin.
We are looking to warm the hips, shoulders, front delt/chest, hamstring and glutes (with the static good
morning hold).
Balance work is excellent for priming the body and posterior chain. Ensure the movements/holds circuit
is as smooth and continuous as possible to build a sweat.
Metcon (15-60 minutes) We have 3 metcons here that target differing levels of complexity. The squat clean and ring dips are
tricky and should prioritise efficiency. Both exercises can get tough under fatigue so splitting the reps/
holding good form will be most beneficial. Complete the work sooner and you will get more than the
allotted 5 minutes rest before A.2.
The second workout is mostly bodyweight exercises with a heavy implement at low reps. This means that
the workout will be mostly all ‘GO’.
The final workout is of least complexity. This means it is all pacing and grit. The first 2 workouts can be
paced more, but now it is about going out at a hard pace and holding on without red-lining.

